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THE MAN WHO KNEW 75 LANGUAGES
ANNE MAGNUSSEN AND PAWEŁ DĘBSKI

65’ Norway, Poland, Lithuania 2016

This animated historical documentary is about the unique life of the german genius, 
Georg Sauerwei (1831-1904), that dedicated his life to fight for minority group’s right to 
speak in their native language, as well as it depicts his impossible love for princess Eliza-
beth of Wied, the future queen of Romania.





ALL HER DYING LOVERS
ANNA BENNER & 
ELUNED ZOE AIANO  
5’33’’ Germany / Czech Republic 2020
CATEGORY: DOCUMENTARY

A nurse, a Nazi and a fish: this is a tale that 
started out as a rumour in WWII and ended 
up in the international tabloids in 2014.

TINY TALE
SYLVAIN CUVILLIER, CHLOÉ BOURDIC, 
THÉOPHILE COURSIMAULT, 
NOÉMIE HALBERSTAM, 
MAŶLIS MOSNY, ZIJING YE
7’33’’ France 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

A dog gets abandoned on the side of the 
road. Attached to a street light, he stays 
alone until the day he meets a young as-
tronaut wannabe and a professional cyclist 
who keeps on trying to beat her highest 
score.

GENIUS LOCI
ADRIEN MÉRIGEAU
16’ France 2019
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

One night, Reine, a young loner, sees with-
in the urban chaos a mystical oneness that 
seems alive, like some sort of guide.



ORPHEUS
PRIIT TENDER
12’48’’ Estonia 2019
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

Orpheus can enchant everyone with his 
music, including animals and plants. His 
song can even rescue his beloved Euredice 
from the underworld. But there is one con-
dition - until Orpheus reaches the land of 
the living, he cannot turn around to see if 
his love is truly following him.

CHO CHO SAN
YUANYUAN HU
Music artist: HARUOMI HOSONO
2’45’’ Japan 2019
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

Ms ChoCho and the captain plays a love 
game on the ocean liner ship.

PSYCHOPHONIC
ALINE ROMERO
5’42’’ Spain 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

During a full moon night, a cat is trapped in-
side a spooky house where a gramophone 
is playing, the cat will discover a secret while 
trying to escape and run for his life.



LAS TROPAS RUSAS  
THE RUSSIAN TROOPS
PABLO M. BALLARÍN
1’20’’ Spain 2019 
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

Blimey, the Russian troops are here.

RUNTIME 52’21’’





¿DÓNDE ESTABAS TÚ? 
WHERE WERE YOU?
MARÍA TRÉNOR COLOMER
20’ Spain 2020
CATEGORY: DOCUMENTARY

Where were you? challenges us to reflect 
on the transversal and universal reality that 
is violence against women. Everyday vio-
lence, subtle or brutal, all terrible and in-
tolerable. Experiences told in different lan-
guages and from different countries.

HEAT WAVE
FOKION XENOS
7’13’’ Greece 2019
CATEGORY: STUDENT

In the midst of a heatwave of insanity, two 
children find a way to cool everyone down!In 
the midst of a searing heatwave, two little 
children find a way to cool everyone down!

PULSATOR
THOR SIVERTSEN
5’15’’ Norway 2019
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

Abstract animation using stop-motion and 
digital techniques.



BOOKANIMA: DANCE
SHON KIM
7’31’’ S. Korea / USA 2018
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

BOOKANIMA, a compound word of ‘Book’ 
and ‘Anima’, is Experimental Animation to 
give new cinematic life to book. It aims to 
create ‘Book Cinema’ in the third scope be-
tween Book and Cinema by Chronopho-
tography Animation, paying homage to Ed-
ward Muybridge and Entienne Jules-Marey.

PANDICULATION
KONRAD HJEMLI AND JAKOB EIRING 
3’11’’ Norway 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

pan·dic·u·la.tion / pan-ˌdik-yə-ˈlā-shən 
/n  The act of stretching oneself (often ac-
companied by yawning)

MR. FEAR
PABLO RAFAEL ROLDÁN 
EZEQUIEL TORRES
4’33’’ Argentina 2019
CATEGORY: MUSIC ANIMATION

They are from different species. Their worlds 
are separated. They don´t know each other, 
but their instincts lead them to be one. The 
force of destruction is what moves them, 
and despite their fears, they need to be to-
gether.



RUNTIME 55’18’’

THE N.A.P.
ADOLFO DI MOLFETTA
8’15’’  Italy 2018
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

A sensational animated adventure, which 
beams us into an world of imagination 
teeming with eccentric and imaginative 
characters. A world where anything is pos-
sible, and even the most unexpected can 
really happen. It is a chaotic universe where 
everything is paradox and the “normal” 
doesn’t really exist.





WOCHENBETT 
POSTPARTUM
HENRIETTE RIETZ
4’36’’ Germany 2020
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

Postpartum is about the chaotic phase 
in life of a fresh mother. Pumped up with 
hormones and lacking sleep, this intense 
time has burned deep into the protago-
nist’s heart. This film is an honest and very 
personal insight into the world of an over-
whelmed mother, who seriously thought 
that parental leave would become a sort of 
sabbatical.

EARTHFALL
SIMONE HOOYMANS
6’32’ Norway 2019
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

In this experimental animation made of 
hand-made ink drawings, artist Simone 
Hooymans explores the transforming pow-
ers of crisis. Landscapes, cityscapes and 
abstract shapes are moving slowly, while 
growing into an avalanche threatening to 
destroy everything in its way. Then the de-
struction is a fact, but from the rubble and 
chaos emerges a glimpse of a new begin-
ning: Unknown and undefined, but maybe 
hopeful? The film is a symbolic exploration 
of current global challenges, yet also an in-
ner journey exploring how a crisis can trans-
form you.



DON’T DIE
GREG DOBLE
3’26’’  Canada 2020
CATEGORY: MUSIC ANIMATION

Montreal based doom pop band, NOBRO 
do for a stroll through a haunted graveyard. 
What could go wrong?

LITTLE GIANTS: 
AN APPLE A DAY
LEANDRO E. CERDÁ
5’35’’ Argentina 2019
CATEGORY: DOCUMENTARY

This is a fast-paced, clever and funny ani-
mated documentary about the first Cuban 
athlete to participate in the Olympic Games, 
in Saint Louis 1904.

AGAPE
GABRIELLE SIRAUDIN, MAXIME DEL-
SART, ADÈLE FUGIER, JULIE GRIOT, 
THIBAULT MAGRIT, RAINA PATEL.
7’02’’ France 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

Eliott is a 13 year-old boy, forced to follow his 
mother through teleportations out of her 
control. But will his love for her be enough 
to bear the weight of their relationship?



EVERYTHING A LOVER 
DOES
EMILIA ZIESER
3’19’’ Germany 2019
CATEGORY: MUSIC ANIMATION

The music video to “Everything A Lover 
Does”, written and performed by Stelahr.

THIN ICE
PAULINE EPIARD, VALENTINE VENTU-
RA, TIPHAINE BURGUBURU, CLÉMEN-
TINE VASSEUR, LISA LAÎNÉ, ÉLODIE 
LABORDE.
6’47’’ France 2020 
CATEGORY: STUDENT

Followed by his faithful cameraman, a shady 
reporter takes off on a journey to document 
a presumed exctinct species.

PARANOIA
ROBERTO A. PADILLA SOBRADO
2’ México 2019
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

Paranoia is a disease that affects a lot of 
people. This film tries to depict visually and 
artistically the pain that a pacient with this 
condition have to deal with.



RUNTIME 52’

ESFINGE URBANA
URBAN SPHINX
MARÍA LORENZO
5’ Spain 2020
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

URBAN SPHINX is an animation short film 
that creatively documents the presence of 
street art in Valencia (Spain) between 2018 
and 2019. In URBAN SPHINX, these pieces 
of ephemeral art are animated by connect-
ing each image like the frames of a film. All 
these faces look at us with wide-open eyes, 
as if they were telling us that we exist, but 
we might not exist —and the world would 
keep on turning.





THE CLOSING DOOR   
LUCIJA MRZLJAK  
4’37’’ Estonia 2019  
CATEGORY: MUSIC ANIMATION

Music video that will take you on a mysti-
cal journey with the strokes of a brush and 
black ink.

PUST / BREATH
WENCHE HELLEKÅS 
4’22’’ Norway 2020  
CATEGORY: STUDENT

The story is about a young girl who fights 
her own shadow. In the darkest moment 
she needs to look inside herself get out of 
the struggle. 

JÁ-FÓLKIÐ / YES-PEOPLE
GÍSLI DARRI HALLDÓRSSON
8’35’’ Iceland 2020
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

One morning an eclectic mix of people face 
the everyday battle such as work, school 
and dish-washing. As the day progresses, 
their relationships are tested and ultimately 
their capacity to cope.



NIGHT SESSION  
PETRE TOMADZE  
3’40” Georgia 2019  
CATEGORY: STUDENT

This film explores how neighbors sharing a 
courtyard are both shaped by domestic vi-
olence and also indifferent to it.

FATA MORGANA    
DANIELLA BOKOR 
LEANNA BERKOVITCH 
11’04’’ Israel 2019 
CATEGORY: DOCUMENTARY

 
Three women living life as nomads. Christi-
na travels the world, Anna takes her daugh-
ter wherever she goes, and Rachel has 
made her home under a branch roof, in a 
tent and in a cave . What does each woman 
pack in her knapsack before she sets out on 
her own? The movie confronts the conflict 
between the stability of motherhood and 
life at home, and the yearning to wander.

ME AND MY MAGNET 
AND MY DEAD FRIEND
LIU MOANING 
13’05’’ China 2019 
CATEGORY: STUDENT
 
When I recalled my childhood, a magnet 
that accompanied me to grow up and a 
dead friend was the symbol of my past 
years. I tied the magnet to the trousers and 
pulled it out all day. The magnet could suck 



RUNTIME 52’29’’

ERGOT  
MARIELA SCHÖFFMANN 
6’47’’ Austria 2020  
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

Immediatly after she takes the pill, the drug 
starts to work. The intoxication pushes her 
into the vortex of mycotic visions, takes her 
on a trip, that sets everything in motion. 
Ecstatic feelings flare and grow into desire, 
which it burns unsatisfied. In the end there 
is an unspeakable thirst.

TREASURE HUNT
PAULA GARCÍA 
1’39’’ Finland 2020  
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

A girl’s quest in finding the most important 
treasure for her in the forest.

the iron on the road. Blocks or coins make 
me very happy. Until I met the friend who 
wanted to fly to the universe, he was as fat 
as I was, and then he accidentally fell into 
the water and died. My childhood was over.





AUDACIOUS  
QIEER WANG 
3’08’’ United States 2020  
CATEGORY: MUSIC ANIMATION

Official music video for Ian Chang. Produced 
by City Slang Records.

THE HUNT  
RYAN JOGI 
3’38’’ France 2020 
CATEGORY: STUDENT

In a village in Africa, a huntress is chosen by 
three sorcerers in order to kill a beast living 
in the area. The hunt leads her in its shelter 
where she makes a terrible discovery.

SCHAST’E / HAPPINESS
ANDREY ZHIDKOV 
5’ Russia 2020  
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

In cold repulsive world of chaos a man is 
searching for his true happiness hoping 
that simple things can evolve into his bliss. 
But his attempts end up in abyss of loneli-
ness and poverty.



LOOR LEIGH WOODS
THEO W. SCOTT
5’51’’ U.K. 2019
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

Experimental Animation made possible 
due to recent developments in Machine 
Learning. Created In collaboration along-
side Mercury Award winning Artist Gwilym 
Sainsbury (former member of Alt-J).Creat-
ing a digital heterotopia alongsideMachine 
Learning Art collective Datagrama to cre-
ate a fantastical space based on the ancient 
Bristol Woodlands. Exploring notions of col-
lective subconscious, Panspermia and the 
work of Paul Stamets.

DOOMSDAY PRINCESS
ALYSSA RAGNI 
2’14’’ United States 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

As the only human survivor of a radioactive 
apocalypse, a cheerful young woman sings 
her way through life, planning a tea party 
where she hopes she can finally find friend-
ship.

ECLOSIÓN  
RITA BASULTO  
6’ México 2019
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

The emergence of contemporary human, 
a struggle between memory, reason and 
conscience. 



MARBLES
NATALIA SPYCHALA  
5’51’’ Poland 2019 
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

A stop motion animation made with threads 
on a vaseline coated glass plate. Hypnotiz-
ing pendulum sets a particular mechanism 
in motion. A figure appearing fragmentarily, 
space and a variety of objects form a rhyth-
mic system of mutual dependence. Sound 

PERJE Z VONJEM MORJA
THE FEATHERS THAT 
SMELL OF THE SEA
ŽOEL KASTELIC 
3’28’’ Slovenia 2019
CATEGORY: STUDENT

The story revolves around a cormorant bird, 
who is a symbol of being split between two 
worlds. Just as people can live between two 
worlds, so can the cormorant, who is a bird 
living a life of a fish. Such life is not impossi-
ble, but the cormorant still has to surface to 
get some air and has to dry its wings.

AWKWARD 
NATA METLUKH
3’45’’ United States 2020
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

A day full of socially awkward moments.



RUNTIME 49’

PAVEMENT
PIERRE WATTEYNE
3’10’’ Belgium 2020
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

An astronaut wanders on an inverted grav-
ity planet.

KAPRYSIA, THE LAND OF 
WHIM
BETINA BOŻEK
8’ Poland 2018
CATEGORY: STUDENT

“Animation is the image of a land ruling by a 
whim. Everything that exists on the planet is 
unobvious, chaotic, and changes its shapes 
and properties.”

interweaves with image, creating music of 
repetitive events. What is the cause and 
what is the effect?





AUTRE CHOSE 
SOMETHING ELSE
JOANN GUYONNET 
6’07’’ France 2020 
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

Paul is struggling to recover from the disap-
pearance of his wife. He occupies his time 
the best he can.

HIJACK139
JOACHIM BERG AND SONDRE JOHRE
6’01’’ Norway 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

There once was a man feeling sad and in 
pain, so to get some attention, he hijacks 
a plane! But seizing an aircraft is quite the 
chore, so he guzzles a beer. And anoth-
er. Then a few more. What happened next 
might seem unbelievable to you, but make 
no mistake; This story’s quite true.

KOHANNIA / DEEP LOVE
MYKYTA LYSKOV
14’ Ukraine 2020
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

“The bald eagle, symbol of power, flies with 
a star-shaped cloaca over a Ukrainian city 
and drops an egg whose impact generates 
a rising nuclear mushroom. Deep love has 
finally happened in Ukraine.”



VERY NOISE
MEAT DEPT
3’30’’ France 2020
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

“Very Noise” is an attempt to transcribe 
into images the synthesis of testimonies of 
stroke victims collected over the past few 
years. About 3/4 of the stroke victims are 
heterosexual white males over 50 years old 
and the visions that arise from these experi-
ences have in common the neuroses of this 
category of the population. Identity disor-
der, existential anxieties linked to erection 
problems, transfer phenomenon to a more 
sporty image of the father, burning desire 
for extreme but playful activities such as 
motocross or solo rock climbing. The notion 
of figurative abstraction is also very signif-
icant in the stories, it is a form of link be-
tween two ideas that challenge each other, 
one could speak of a remedy for cognitive 
dissonance generated by overlapping fan-
tasies.

OLJEVEGEN / OIL ROAD
ALEX BOYCE
3’30’’ U.K. 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

Oljevegen or in English The Oil Road, is a 
critical examination and response to the 
emerging relationship between landscape, 
traditional culture and the emergence of 
infrastructure on Norway’s western coast.



JAY’S LIFE
CHARLIE MARS & KAZY USCLEF
3’42’’ France 2020 
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

Jay is working hard at the factory for the 
pay...

BABY FINGERS
ADRIAN DALEN
4’28’’ Norway 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

In a world where one is expected to cut 
off their own fingers, one small kid has the 
bravery to ask “Y doe”, A question that could 
only bring misery, Or just a mediocre satire. 
Guess you gonna have to watch it and find 
out.

FURIOUS LONELINESS
DANIEL ZAGÓRSKI
8’46’’ Poland 2019
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

You are not alone ... because everyone has 
become lonely .... so you are only furiously 
lonely. 



NOT ALIVE YET
LEINE RUBANE
5’40’’ Latvia 2020
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

A voyage through time— when memories 
of recent past, reality, and dreams interact 
—everything is related and not. Mysteri-
ous and troubled feelings arouse as we are 
submerged into an audio-visual experience 
where another dimension of life can be 
sensed. 

RUNTIME 51’





PRÄSTBARN
JOEL STENBÄCK
7’ Denmark 2019
CATEGORY: STUDENT

The story follows Oskar and his two broth-
ers, Jonathan and Lukas, during the 90s, 
in the outskirts of the Swedish city of Go-
thenburg. Their father is the local priest of 
a quiet church and he brings his kids there 
every Sunday. On this particular Sunday, Os-
kar doesn’t like what his father says about 

MOND
MARIA SAVELEVA 
KATYA MIKHEEVA
3’24’’ Russia 2020
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

Moon flow. Animated music video

HOW MY GRANDMOTHER 
BECAME A CHAIR 
NICOLAS FATTOIH
10’ Lebanon/Germany 2020
CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL

Grandmother loses her five senses one after 
the other until she transforms into a wood-
en chair. Grandmother is deteriorating after 
her greedy children had left her.



FANTASMIA
LUISE FIEDLER
7’22’’ Germany 2019
CATEGORY: EXPERIMENTAL

Spasms and cries that echo through the 
night announce the presence of a new be-
ing. She says it’s going to be a masterpiece.

faith. He and his brothers sneak out to play 
games in the forest instead. Oskar wants 
to play a game that has nothing to do with 
religion, where he has powers of his own. 
They launch into an anime schoolgirl fanta-
sy frenzy of killing imaginary monsters with 
laser beams when some older kids find 
them near the edge of a tall cliff. They bully 
the brothers, forcing them to confront how 
weak their faith actually is. Oskar is conflict-
ed: should he stick up for his faith or admit 
it’s not real? 

INTERMISSION
KRISTOFFER DAMSKAU
ISAK HORGAR 
5’03 Norway 2020
CATEGORY: STUDENT

A man meets himself in a bar unaware that 
is dead follow a tragic accident on the the-
ater stage, and is stuck in a personal limbo.



RUNTIME 54’

THE TOWER
SUNČANA BRKULJ
3’58’’ Croatia 2020
CATEGORY: MUSIC VIDEO

As years and years go by, a tiny civilization 
makes its way upwards.

JUST A GUY
SHOKO HARA
15’’ Germany 2020
CATEGORY: DOCUMENTARY

Just a Guy is an animated documentary film 
about love. Three women share glimpses of 
their affection, attraction and relationship 
with Richard Ramirez: A serial killer and rap-
ist they contacted after his conviction in the 
80s. Through their perspective we revisit 
exchanged letters and emotions that are as 
obsessive as they are hauntingly familiar.





DE BERDE  
STAR BAZANCIR 
2’10’’ Sweden 2020

A story about people of flesh and blood, 
torn apart by illusions named border, na-
tions and race.

SUGARCANE MAN  
TINA OBO AND LEROY LE ROUX 
4’53’’ South Africa 2019

“The story plays on how the innocence 
(children) are being used for the purpose to 
fight in a purposeless war that is based on 
the true facts of a Warlord named Joseph 
Kony in Northern Uganda. Through using 
kids vulnerability and tempting them in 
whatever means necessary they are lured 
to be tools for war. Africa’s children are 
being sacrificed to win meaningless wars. 
Joseph Rao Kony commands The Lord’s 
Resistance Army that was formed in 
1986 in Uganda. He controlled thou-
sands of child shoulders and forced 
them to kill their own parents/ family 
Members”



THE DEPARTURE
RENÉ MAGAÑA
9’44’’ El Salvador 2019

A family must leave their house because of 
violence. 

MAJI / WATER
CESAR DIAZ
1’30’’ Spain 2020

The water journey and our problems with 
it.

FEU CROISÉ / CROSSFIRE 
EKIN KOCA
7’05’’ France 2019

Mahmut, an old kurdish goatherd, wanders 
in the mountains with his goats as is his 
custom. Despite the quiet life he leads he 
cannot escape from the conflict opposing 
the separatist guerilla to the turkish armed 
forces.



RUNTIME 26’

TISHALA: 
NOTHING TO LOSE
BRIAN WACHIRA
2’16’’ Kenya 2020

The animation is about Tishala, a girl who 
lives in fear of being subjected to Female 
Genital Mutilation. She wishes what befell 
her friends does not befall her. She wants 
girls to grow up normal.





NIGHT SESSION
PETRE TOMADZE
3’40’’ Georgia 2019

This film explores how neighbors sharing a 
courtyard are both shaped by domestic vi-
olence and also indifferent to it

CHOKINA / LITTLE DONKEY
ARCHIL KUKHIANIDZE
5’02’’ Georgia 2018

A love story about little Donkey, who brayed 
for the first time.

THE FATHER
ARCHIL KUKHIANIDZE, ANI GEJADZE, 
ZURAB DIASAMIDZE 
12’30’’ Georgia 2020

“A war survivor, a homeless father, 
and his 9-year-old daughter live in 
a military plane down the seashore.  
The only way to feed the family is to go out 
to sea and catch fish, which is done by his 
father, but it is rather hard for him to leave 
his daughter alone at home. “



THE TOMATO
PETRE TOMADZE
9’36 Georgia 2018

Story about how much the tomato can love.

GODERDZI
PETRE TOMADZE
6’30’’ Georgia 2018

Cemetery. Hot noon. Grave-man is falling in 
love with widow, during digging the grave 
for her husband.

CHAI / A CUP OF TEA IN 
THE RAINY WEATHER
PETRE TOMADZE
2’01’’ Georgia 2017

Mother is making tea in the rainy weather.



LILE
NATIA NIKOLASHVILI 
9’40’’ Georgia 2017

In the magic forest it is dark and cold; the 
fog so thick that not a single ray of sunlight 
shines through. The plants are withered 
and the lakes frozen, with nothing stirring 
anymore. A lone girl and a deer are wan-
dering through this icy landscape. What are 
they looking for? We created a fantastical 
world as backdrop for a tale as fascinating 
and enigmatic as a dream, in atmospheric 
water color.

 WILD WEST  
ARSENI 
4’12’’ Georgia 2018

The wanted cowboy tries to escape 
from the enemies

ROYAL FOOL
SABA KARSELADZE
1’16’’ Georgia 2017

A foolish king is listening to music while his 
kingdom is being destroyed



BEBO / GRANNY
SANDRO KATAMASHVILI
11’ Georgia 2013

At the sewing machine granny is working 
hard to sew an endless piece of cloth.

THE FISHERMAN AND 
THE GIRL
MAMUKA TKESHELASHVILI
15’ Georgia 2018

A story about a five-year-old girl and her 
fisherman father who has to leave her home 
alone and go for fishing. To make her stay 
easier Father tells her magical stories about 
fishing which transforms into dreamlike 
fantasies in a little girl’s mind. 

RUNTIME 26’





BÉBÉ / BABY
ORNELLA MACCHIA, GWENDOLINE 
GAMBOA, MARGOT REUMONT, 
LIA BERTELS 
3’23’’ Belgique 2020

A small fire is crying into the night. Their 
friend, animals and other funny creatures 
are trying to cheer them up by throwing a 
party with dances, toys and cakes !

TRILO-BITE
JOSHUA RALPH  
2’30’’ Canada 2020

In taking pity upon a helpless trilobite, a 
dunkleosteus attempts to save the prehis-
toric arthropod from the predators of the 
End-Devonian.

THE WITCH & THE BABY
EVGENIA GOLUBEVA
4’45’’ Russia 2020

An ageing witch needs a baby for a spell to 
make her young again. But when she brings 
home an infant princess things don’t go to 
plan.



THE CREATION ACCORD-
ING TO MOTHER EARTH
ALDANA LOISEAU
4’42’’ Argentina 2019

“Mother Earth practices on “”The Creation”” 
of the first human beings, in this mythical 
act some faults and disconnections are re-
vealed when they launch into life in coex-
istence with themselves and with nature. 
An animation in Stop Motion made entirely 
with mud, a technique that challenges the 
animation process due to the quick drying 
of the mud that requires an animation in-
stantly, generating unique and unrepeat-
able shots.”

CHASING STARS
LAURA ALDOFREDI 
2’21’’ Netherlands 2019

“Chasing Stars tells the magic jour-
ney of a young girl, who’s looking for 
her home and own place in the world. 
The journey takes place in the Arc-
tic and the main character is helped by 
a very special friend, a Beluga whale. 
The story is a fantastical and poetic repre-
sentation of the inner journey and the strug-
gles that each of us has to undertake in or-
der to find his/her own place in the world. 
The film would like to bring hope and won-
der to everyone who is lost in his/her life or 
is still finding his own path.”



HARMONY OF THE WOODS
MATEO BARRAGÁN
4’20’’ Ecuador 2020

Upon discovering that the forest reacts to 
his music, a child will form a new connec-
tion with nature. ‘Harmony of the Woods’ is 
a 2D animated short that features the sto-
ry of Cooper, a boy who doesn’t seem to 
care about nature, even though it is always 
surrounding him on his bike rides. This will 
change when he discovers the secret that 
lies inside the forest 

BEEP AND TWEET
LIZA DESYATKOVA
6’60’’ Canada 2020

An overprotective robot learns the impor-
tance of letting go, for the sake of the bird 
he loves. 

MOUNTAIN MOVE
SPENCER MORELAND
4’06’’ Canada 2020

Two mountains experience a tectonic shift 
in their friendship.



PLOP
KEVIN DUONG  
1’ Switzerland 2020

Strange objects are shooting across the fir-
mament, entering the atmosphere with a 
sizzle

DEEP FEARS
RYAN CHU
3’23’’ U.S. 2020

A sea otter who is afraid of the ocean is 
challenged to face his fears when he loses 
his precious pink shell necklace at sea.

KRING!
HILMI ISMAIL
7’25’’ Malaysia 2019

KRING! is a story about Suraya, a passion-
ate elementary school teacher who faces 
a uniquely problematic student that has 
difficulties understanding her teachings in 
class. Follow her journey in discovering oth-
er ways of helping him overcome his learn-
ing problem despite the struggles she faces 
along the way. 

RUNTIME 40’





HIMMELEN UNDER 
HAVET
MARIA GALLIANI DYRVIK
10’ Norway 2018

In 2050, Bergen will be under a glass dome 
537 meters below sea level. On the out-
side, there are sharks and other dangerous 
things to watch out for, but six-year-old Mia 
is not afraid. She is imaginative and incredi-
bly curious, and thinks all the rubbish float-
ing around in the sea looks very exciting.

ZARA OG DEI
GORILLAHJERNE TIL MID-
DAG 
NILS JOHAN LUND, BJØRN SORT-
LAND
7’ Norway 2017

“Zara and them: Gorilla brain for dinner” 
is an animated film for children about a 
kind-hearted, Norwegian zombie family. 
People are afraid of them, but Zara and her 
family are toothless, and they struggle to 
bleed their noses so fast. And because they 
also live in a caravan, and the father jokes 
too much, there are few friends who come 
home with Zara. One day Gyda still comes 
to dinner.



SNOWYS JUL
GUSTAV KVAAL 
11’11’’ Norway 2004

Two days before Christmas a little puppy 
looses both his mother and his home and 
it is left all alone in the snow. Will the little 
dog find a family and a home before Christ-
mas? 

RUNTIME 32’35’’

HEMMELIGHETEN
RAINDOG STUDIOS
4’24’’ Norway 2016

Animated film for children about good and 
bad secrets



WITH THE SUPPORT OF

MEDIA PARTNERS


